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who
we’ve found zoom 

groups are most 
successful with a 

maximum of 
six participants. 

so keep your guest 
list to five friends.

when
on the birthday day! 

which isn’t always 
an option during the 
regular school year.  

have fun with it!

why
for celebration, color 

and connectivity!

what
pick one simple DIY project, 

and let families know, so they 
can have supplies ready.

we love the pom-pom launcher 
it’s fun, colorful, uses simple 

supplies and is super suited to 
an on-screen activity (aim the 

pom-poms at the camera!) 

where
here’s the fun part... you can 

be anywhere you want!

use a custom background 
for your zoom screen, 

and surprise your guests. 
each guest can pick her 

own cool background too.

palm trees? paris? a pepperoni pizza ?!
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rainbow cake pops
make one box of white cake mix and 
divide the batter equally into 6 small bowls. use 
food coloring to color each a different color of 
the rainbow.

line two muffin tins with paper cups and 
bake the colorful batter as cupcakes. let cool, 
and crumble the cupcakes back into separate 
bowls by color.

add a small spoonful of white frosting to 
each bowl, and mush up the cake and frosting 
with clean hands. you want a consistency that 
sticks together a bit. 

bake it!
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want more DIY?

line a loaf pan with a sheet of parchment 
paper (all the way up over the sides) and press 
the colorful cake into it, layer by layer. cool in 
the fridge, then remove and cut into squares. 

melt a bag of white chocolate chips and 
stir in 2-3 tablespoons of vegetable shortening 
or oil. dip the top of each square into your 
candy-melt concoction. decorate and ... YAY!

baker checklist 
1 box cake mix (plus ingredients) 

1 can white frosting 

1 bag white chocolate chips 

2 muffin tins + 24 paper liners 

plenty of mixing bowls + spoons 

loaf pan + parchment paper 

food coloring + fun decorations!

use a long sheet of parchment paper so it 
hangs over the edges. this makes it easier to 

lift your rainbow cake loaf out of the pan

melt the chocolate chips carefully in the 
microwave or a double-boiler. adding a bit of 

shortening helps thin the melted chocolate. 
it’s DIY candy melts!

baker checklist 
1 box cake mix (plus ingredients) 

1 can white frosting 

1 bag white chocolate chips 

2 muffin tins + 24 paper liners 

plenty of mixing bowls + spoons 

loaf pan + parchment paper 

food coloring + fun decorations!

serve on your spin art 
party plates!
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cut

confetti launchers
launch it!

the bottom circle 
out of your paper 

party cup.

color
with markers, tapes 
or stickers. go ahead 

and give it some 
personality!

tie
the balloon; snip off 
the top, and stretch 
around the bottom 

of the cup.
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maker checklist 
paper party cups 

party balloons 

scissors or craft knife 

stickers and tapes 

markers or Sharpies  

confetti or pom-poms!

load
add a handful of 

confetti or pom-poms 
to the cup.

launch
hold the cup; pull down on the 

balloon tail, and release!  
you will fill the air with color!

you also add a little water, go 
outside and launch a splash!
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spin art party plates

spin, spin, spin away! 
when  you take off the lid, you can 
see the paint in action.

let it dry. 
set aside your painted circle to dry. 
go ahead and make a few more! 

splatter it!

want more DIY?

place your paper inside 
the salad spinner, and dot 
randomly with colorful paint.

sandwich your painted paper 
between two clear party plates and 
glue together with mod podge or a 
bead of school glue.
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maker checklist 
salad spinner

paper circles (cut to fit 
inside the flat center of 
your plates)

colorful acrylic paints

clear plastic plates

mod podge

when your paint has dried...
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mustachio props
bedazzle it!

maker checklist 
sticky back glitter foam

12” wood dowels or 
skewers (a pencil, straw 
or chopstick will do too!)

pencil  + scissors

fold a piece of craft foam in half (glitter side in) 
and draw your mustachio shape onto the paper backing.

make sure your design goes all the way to the fold!
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keeping your foam folded, cut 
your shape so that you have 2 of the 
same shape attached in the middle.

peel back one side of the backing 
until you reach the middle and the 
shape starts to repeat.

stick the skewer to the foam and 
carefully continue peeling the other 
side, sticking the shape back onto itself.

voila! 
a double sided glittery 
mustachio prop!turn your zoom grid 

into a virtual photo 
booth! make some 
fun props and take 
a screenshot of you 
and your friends in 
silly disguises!

you can make these 
with colorful paper too... 

get creative!
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fortune cookies
wish it!

maker checklist 
fabric scraps
sticky-back craft foam
scissors 
pliable wire (22 gauge)
paper fortunes

want more DIY?
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trace and cut a circle 
from your craft foam. a 
circle 2- to 4-inches in 
diameter works well.

remove the paper backing 
to expose the sticky side of the 
craft foam, and place a piece of 
wire across the middle.

stick the foam circle 
onto a scrap of fabric and 
trim around the edges.

fold the circle in half, like a 
taco (with the wire running along 
the *bottom* edge), sandwiching 
a paper fortune in the middle.

press into the fold, along the 
wire, to create a fortune-cookie 
shape. it takes a little practice, but 
you will develop a technique!
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